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in 2016, leica started offering leica auto lasx: a system that makes the technology of leica imaging even more
accessible than before. the leica auto lasx is based on the existing research infrastructure of leica las and allows

users to capture lasx imaging on their mobile devices. the leica auto lasx is the perfect place for capturing images
with high quality, as well as providing valuable information such as gps positions and speeds at the same time. i

find that the leica mobile connection app makes sharing and archiving my experiences seamless. the leica mobile
connection app has an intuitive interface that is easy to use and protects the privacy of my experience as i capture
it. with the leica mobile connection app, i have the ability to share different parts of my experience with different

people at the same time. i can easily send someone a few minutes, a few hours, or a whole day of a particular
place and time. whatever their needs: the outstanding audio performance gives the leica noctilux a rich and
exceptionally engaging sound. from the most subtle tones to the deepest bass, the leica noctilux delivers a

powerful and intimate experience. whether youre listening to a concert or a movie in a restaurant, listening to a
new song, or simply enjoying a favorite record, youll be sure to find it all in the leica noctilux. gps and real time
compass: this innovative feature allows the user to perfectly orient their device in relation to the direction of the
sun, or place their camera in the position of their choice for capturing the perfect shot. this feature is especially

helpful when shooting along a direction you feel is important, or if youre looking to capture an image of a
landscape that youre familiar with. we are even seeing image capture devices with high resolution cameras and a

compass onboard to help people capture images even more effectively
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the possibilities are virtually endless,
from conceptual planning through design,

and in the field through to on-site
processing. fast and efficient results are
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generated thanks to the efficient use of
colors and textures, and the creation of

high-quality images for internal
communication or 3d printing. leica
geosystems ag, based in wetzlar,

germany, is a market leader in gnss and
airborne positioning systems. the

company provides an extensive range of
equipment for monitoring, navigation and

positioning needs for a range of
customers in the defense, civil and
commercial sectors worldwide. the

products include the leica gnss receivers
and software for users and oems, as well
as oem components and related services.
the gnss receivers feature the best in the

industry features and technologies,
providing outstanding performance and
precise results for long term to continue

to be the only choice. working closely
with our oem customers, leica

geosystems is committed to providing
end-to-end solutions that answer the
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requirements and expectations of our
customers worldwide. what's new - quik-

scan now supports shaded surface.
shading is an important part of creating a
smooth surface. - shaded surface wizard
now only prints the heights. - drag scale
and snap is now'must have' - clip board
now include metadata so that is not lost
when copying. - uniform grid now knows

to detect uniform grid - the working
preference is now persistent. - fixed a bug

where a tile was not loaded on the map
when multiple tiles are added. - files

created by other clients can now open in
the client. - now allows sets for all scan

tasks. - fixed a bug where an invalid
altitude was generated. - simplified the

multi-page background. - fixed a bug that
would cause old records to be not

generated. - fixed a bug with unordered
metadata column. - fixed a bug that
would cause multiple persons when

setting their addresses. - fixed an issue
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with a destroyed object that was creating
large empty objects. - added installer files
to the zip so you can install the quik-scan
from the zip for a simple install. - fixed a
bug that would cause a file to be missing.
- fixed a bug that would add an excessive
number of records on first run. - fixed a

bug where the saved filter settings would
not be saved. - fixed a bug where the
folder in the preferences didn't open. -

fixed a bug that was causing high
memory usage. - fixed a bug that was

causing a crash while printing. - fixed a
bug that was causing an issue while

selecting points. - fixed a bug that was
causing an issue while reading. - fixed a
bug that caused an issue while trying to

create a new file. - fixed a bug that would
cause a crash when loading large files. -

fixed a bug that was causing an issue
with the ticker. - fixed a bug that was

causing the mouse pointer to be clipped. -
fixed a bug that would cause a crash
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while resizing window. - fixed a bug that
was causing a crash while scanning. -

fixed a bug that was causing issues with
the numbering of the records in the table.
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